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SUMMARY 
Joint Regression Analysis (JRA) is based in linear regression applied to yields, adjusting 
one linear regression per cultivar. The environmental indexes in JRA correspond to a 
non observable regressor which measures the productivity of the blocks in the field 
trials. Usually zig-zag algorithm is used in the adjustment. In this algorithm, 
minimizations for the regression coefficients alternate with those for the environmental 
indexes. The algorithm has performed very nicely but a general proof of convergence to 
the absolute minimum of the sum of squares of residues is still lucking. We now present 
a model for the residues that may be used to validate the adjustments carried out by the 
zig-zag algorithm.  
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1. Introduction 
JRA is a well known technique for the comparison of cultivars. This 
technique is based in the adjustment of linear regressions, one per cultivar; see 
Mexia et al. (2001). The regression has the yield as dependent variable. The zig-
zag algorithm is always applicable, but does not ensure convergence. We 
presented a linear model for residuals to validate the adjustments. The usual zig-
zag algorithm, usually performs well, see Mexia and Pinto (2004), Pereira 
(2003), Pereira and Mexia (2003), Pereira and Mexia (2003a) and Pinto (2005), 










of the residues. We now present a linear model for the residues to validate the 
adjustment obtained and discuss the significance of the results therein obtained.  
2. Zig-zag Algorithm 
Joint Regression Analysis rests on the adjustment of linear regression 
J,...,j,xjj 1 =+ βα , of the yields of the different cultivars on a synthetic 
measure of productivity: the environmental index. 
Let j,iy  be the yield of cultivar j on block i if that cultivar is present in that 
block, otherwise j,iy  may take any value.  












βα                                               (2.1) 
where [ ]01=j,iq  when cultivar j is present[not present] in block i.  
We point out that both the regression coefficients ( jj ,βα ), Jj ,...,1= , and 
the environmental indexes are unknown, so that we have to minimize both for 
the regression coefficients and the environmental indexes. We thus obtain the 
corresponding least square estimators.  
One technique that has been extensively used to minimize S and thus adjust 
both the regression coefficients and the environmental indexes is the zig-zag 
algorithm. To apply such algorithm we start by choosing a reasonable set of 
initial values for the environmental indexes. Usually the block average yields 
may be used. Alternatively, if we are using an α -design, the super-block 
average yields can be used as initial values for the environmental indexes of the 
constituting blocks. Let 'x  and ''x  be the smallest and largest initial values for 

























































 )(~),(~ 11 nJnJn xxxS βα  
Minimize the functions    ,,...,1),( nixhi = to get n'x 1  
Standardize taking: 




































Repeat this procedure until successive sums of sums of squares of weighted residuals 










Now the zig-zag algorithm is an iterative technique. The name of the 
technique is following from, in each iteration, minimization being carried first 
for the regression coefficients and then for the environmental indexes. At each 
iteration end, the values obtained for environmental indexes are rescaled to keep 
the range [ ]'';' xx  unchanged. The algorithm is above presented.  
3. Model for residues 
As stated above the zig-zag algorithm usually performs quite well but we 
still do not have a proof that it converge to the absolute minimum of the goal 
function. 
One may think that if the adjustment was defective so that, with ( )jj βα ,  
and ix  ( )[ ]ijj x~ and~,~ βα  the exact [adjusted] regression coefficients and 

















= Jj ,...,1; = bi ,...,1,
                                     
with not small deviations ( )jj ,ηγ  and iu . We are thus led to test the 
significance of these deviations. 
To carry out these tests we consider a model for the regression residuals 
( )ijjjiji xyy ~~~,, βα +−=o                                                         (3.2) 
Replacing the ( )jj βα ~,~  and ix~  by there expressions we get 
ijijjijji uuxy ηβηγ +++= ~~,
o
                                                  (3.3) 
Assuming that the terms ijuη , may be discarded we may write the model 
(3.3) in matrix form as 
















































β                                                    (3.5) 





















                                                                                (3.6) 










=θ                                                                     (3.7) 
and the sum of squares of the residues for the adjusted model will be  
θ~X'yy'ySS elmod
ooooo
−=                                                              (3.8) 

















where zagzigSS −  is the sum of squares of the original residues. Contrarily of 
what is usual, we are interested in low values of 2R . These will indicate that no 
significant amount of information was extracted by the model adjusted for the 
residues. This lack of information carried by the residues validates the initially 
adjusted model, since it, then, would carry the relevant information.    
4. Application 
This case consists of yield data of oats obtained in experiments carried out, 
from 1993 to 1997, by the Estação Nacional de Melhoramento de Plantas (the 
Portuguese plant breeding board), who kindly allowed us to use them. These 
experiments were designed as randomized blocks, with four blocks and eleven 
cultivars per experiment. The locations and cultivars were not the same for the 
different years, being presented in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Locations and years where took place the trials 
Location / Experimental station Year 
Elvas (ENMP) 












Applying the zig-zag algorithm for each year and each block (row) we 
obtained, using (3.2), the adjusted regression coefficients as well as the adjusted 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.  Adjusted environmental indexes 


















































































































Of followed we used the environmental indexes to adjust models. In table 4 
we present for each block (row) the adjusted corrections for regression 
coefficients and environmental indexes. 
Lastly in table 5 we present the sum of sums of squares for the zig-zag 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5. Comparison of the sum of squares of residues 





































R² 1.4⋅10-5 1.8⋅10-5 4.9⋅10-7 2.6⋅10-5 5.5⋅10-4 
 
5. Conclusion 
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